Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is an eye disease that causes serous retinal detachment in the posterior pole of the retina. The pathogenesis of CSC is not fully understood and various systemic factors have been reported to be associated with CSC. Recently, with the advent of advanced imaging techniques, novel imaging findings for CSC have been reported and the understanding of CSC has increased further. Moreover, in addition to conventional treatment for CSC, new treatment modalities such as photodynamic therapy, anti-vascular endothelial growth factor or subthreshold laser therapy, have emerged. In this article, an overall review and update of CSC, particularly focusing on new imaging findings and treatments, will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSC) is characterized by the accumulation of subretinal fluid (SRF) at the posterior pole of the retina, which leads to mild to moderate visual disturbance [1]. It was first described as central recurrent retinitis by Albrecht von Graefe in 1866 [2]. In 1965, Maumenee found that macular serous detachment was due to an abnormal leak from retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) through fluorescein angiography (FA) [3] and thereafter, Gass used the term “central serous chorioretinopathy” for the first time [4]. CSC is the fourth most common macular disease following age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy and retinal vein occlusion, but it is an important clinical issue due to its common incidence seen in the productive age group (young and middle-aged adults) [5].

CSC is an old and well-known disease, however, the exact pathogenesis is still unknown. With the recent introduction of advanced imaging techniques, more improved understanding of CSC is possible and subsequently, better treatment modalities have also been suggested. This article describes a general overview and recent clinical issues of CSC.

1. Epidemiology & Risk factors

Historically, CSC has been known to occur usually in young and middle aged men. A most recent epidemiologic study reported that the average age of CSC has ranged from 39 and 51 years old [5]. A population-based study showed that the incidence of CSC was 9.9 / 100,000 individuals and men are approximately six times more likely to develop CSC compared to women. However, this gender difference was meaningful only in young age groups, indicating women present CSC at
more elderly ages [5,6]. The ethnic differences regarding the incidence of CSC were not confirmed. However, several studies reported that severe and atypical forms of CSC were more frequently observed in African-American or Asian subjects compared to the Western population [7-9].

CSC can occur without definite known causes but, numerous risk factors have been investigated. Among various risk factors, corticosteroid usage is a most potent factor. Although systemic administration (oral or intravenous) of corticosteroid has been consistently reported as an independent risk factor of CSC, CSC can occur via local administrations such as intranasal, epidural, intra-articular, topical dermal, and periocular [6,10,11]. In addition to the development of CSC, corticosteroid use is associated with prolongation, aggravation and recurrences [12].

Steroid-induced CSC tends to present more severe, bilateral and atypical patterns and has more female dominance than idiopathic CSC [12]. CSC after organ transplantation is associated with the usage of high-dose corticosteroid for immunosuppression [13]. As well as exogenous administration of corticosteroid, elevated level of endogenous corticosteroids such as Cushing’s syndrome is also associated with CSC [11].

During pregnancy, risk of CSC is increased, particularly in the third trimester due to elevated level of serum cortisol levels. Pregnancy-induced CSC usually alleviates spontaneously after delivery [14].

Psychopathology such as type-A personality and emotional stress was suggested as a risk factor of CSC by Yannuzzi in 1986 at first [15]. Subsequently, other studies have shown that anti-psychotropic medication use and psychiatric stress were associated with CSC [16].

Some gastrointestinal diseases such as gastroesophageal reflux and peptic ulcer have been reported to be a risk factor of CSC [17]. In addition, several investigators reported that the prevalence of Helicobacter pylori is high in patients with CSC [18].

Various factors other than mentioned above have been reported, but recent meta-analysis study suggested hypertension (odds ratio (OR) = 1.7; 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.28–2.25), Helicobacter pylori infection (OR = 3.12; 95% CI: 1.81–5.40), steroid usage (OR = 4.29; 95% CI: 2.01–9.15), sleeping disturbance (OR = 1.90; 95% CI: 1.28–1.83), autoimmune disease (OR=3.44; 95% CI: 1.90–6.26), psychopharmacologic medication use (OR = 2.69; 95% CI: 1.63–4.45), and Type-A personality (OR = 2.53; 95% CI: 1.08–5.96) as potential risk factors for CSC [10].

2. Classification & pathophysiology

2.1 Classification

According to the duration of symptoms and the recurrence, CSC can be classified into acute and chronic and recurrent form. However, there has been no definite objective system for assessing the chronicity of CSC to date. In most published articles, the duration threshold is set between three and six months arbitrarily [19,20].

2.2 Pathophysiology

There has still been controversy over whether the primary lesion of CSC is choroid or abnormal RPE and whether CSC is a focal or widespread disease. However, recent imaging studies have shown that CSC may be developed by abnormal choroidal vascular flow. Various risk factors mentioned above may induce choroidal vascular dysfunction by ischemia, stasis and inflammation, which lead to abnormal hyperpermeability of the inner choroid and retinal pigment epithelial detachment (RPED). Subsequently, serous fluid accumulates in subretinal space through RPED [21-23].

Adrenergic stimulation and corticosteroids have been reported to be associated with the pathogenesis of CSC. Yoshioka et al. induced experimental CSC in monkey eyes by injecting epinephrine, which indicated that adrenergic stimulus may lead to choroidal vascular constriction and abnormal choroidal flow resulting in CSC [24]. Particularly, corticosteroids are also considered as a major cause of CSC. The exact role of corticosteroids is unknown but, it can influence the expression of adrenergic receptor genes [25] and hinder the healing process of damaged RPE or weaken the choriocapillaris, thereby leading to choroidal hyperpermeability [26]. In addition, corticosteroids can alter the polarity of RPE by direct influence on ion transport, which facilitate fluid shift to subretinal space from the choroid [27].

3. Natural course of CSC

Acute CSC is usually considered a benign, self-limiting disease with favorable visual prognosis. Serous retinal detachment usually can resolve spontaneously within 12 weeks without treatment, but visual recovery can be delayed up to 12 months [28]. In contrast, chronic or recurrent CSC with persistent sensory retinal detachment may damage the foveal photoreceptor layer, cause foveal attenuation and chronic macular edema, leading to permanent visual disturbances such as central visual loss, color vision deficiency, relative scotoma,
micropsia, metamorphopsia, decreased contrast sensitivity and night blindness [29-31]. One-third to one-half of patients with CSC experience recurrence and 10% of them have recurrences of more than three times. In recurrent cases, 50% of them occur within the first 1 year [19,20].

4. Imaging for diagnosis
4.1 Fundus photography
A discrete, clear and serous elevated lesion is observed at the posterior pole (Fig 1). In chronic form, multiple small deposits are observed between the RPE and sensory retina. RPEDs can be observed within or near the area of sensory retinal detachment. The characteristics of subretinal fluid is mostly clear but can be turbid due to fibrous deposits in some chronic, recurrent or atypical cases induced by pregnancy, steroid usage or organ-transplant. Persistent subretinal fibrin can resolve spontaneously or remain as sequelae such as macular atrophy, secondary choroidal neovascularization (CNV) or fibrous scar, resulting in permanent visual loss. Subretinal fluid moves downward under the influence of gravity, resulting in various shapes of sensory detachment such as tear, dumbbell, or flask [3,15,19,20]. Atrophic tract connecting posterior pole and inferior sensory detachment can be observed in some chronic cases, which can be more pronounced in FA and fundus autofluorescence (FAF) [21,32,33].

Fig. 1. Representative case of acute central serous chorioretinopathy. Top left, fundus photography shows discrete, clear and serous elevation in central area. Green arrow indicates the area of section on optical coherence tomography. Bottom left, optical coherence tomography shows subretinal fluid, thickened posterior surface of detached retina and semicircular pigment epithelial detachment. Right, fluorescein angiography shows smoke-stack like dye leakage (Top; early phase, bottom; late phase).

4.2 Fluorescein angiography
FA has been the most widely used imaging modality for the diagnosis of retinal diseases. FA shows one or more characteristic leaking points in the RPE which is observed in approximately 95% of all CSC patients. The leaking points are mainly located within 500-1500 µm from the center of the fovea and 10% of the cases are located in the extrafoveal area. The most common leaking pattern is an ‘ink blot’ pattern described by an early hyperfluorescent spot that gradually enlarges. The second most common leaking pattern (7-25%) is a ‘smoke stack appearance’ which is formed when dye passes into the subretinal space and ascends vertically to highest points and spreads laterally like umbrella or mushroom configuration until the entire area of serous detachment is filled (Fig 1) [32,33]. In acute forms, most cases had a single leakage site, rarely two or more [34]. In contrast, chronic CSC cases have diffuse RPE decompensation secondary to choroidal hyperpermeability, which differs from the focal RPE change of acute CSC and show multifocal leakages in mid- and late phases as patches of granular hyperfluorescence (Fig 2) [29-31]. Finally, old and
inactive CSC cases with sequelae appear as hyperfluorescent areas (window defect) due to increased transmission by RPE atrophy [32,33]. Focal laser photocoagulation can be performed for treatment of CSC using FA findings.

4.3 Indocyanine green angiography.

Indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) has been used as a gold standard for the detection of choroidal vascular abnormalities. In early phase, filling delays and hypofluorescent areas are observed resulting from decreased choriocapillaris filling [35]. In mid-phase, multiple geographical hyperfluorescent areas with dilating choroidal vessels appear as ‘choroidal vascular hyperpermeability’ which is one of the hallmark findings of CSC imaging. In late-phase, hyperfluorescent areas may either persist, wash-out or form hyperfluorescent rings. The mid-phase ICGA findings (hyperfluorescent areas) account for a key role of choroidal hyperpermeability in CSC pathogenesis (Fig 2). These ICGA findings shown in affected eyes are also observed in more than half of asymptomatic fellow eyes [36]. The hyperfluorescent areas are significantly associated with increased choroidal thickness on optical coherence tomography (OCT) [22].

4.4 Optical coherence tomography

OCT is a noninvasive modality evaluating microstructural abnormalities of the retina in detail. Since time-domain OCT was first commercially available, OCT technology has evolved remarkably and spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT), which provides high-definition images, is now widely used in current clinical practice. In addition, recently, the advents of enhanced-depth imaging OCT (EDI-OCT) [37] and swept-source OCT have allowed the visualization of the choroid, evaluating the morphologic changes of choroidal vessels and choroidal thickness [38].

Many studies have reported the detailed morphologic alterations occurring in eyes with CSC, particularly the changes of the RPE and the outer retina [20,23,39,40]. In the RPE layer, PED presents in most cases of CSC and is associated with leaking site. Other abnormal RPE findings such as microrip of the RPE, RPE hypertrophy and RPE atrophy have been reported. In the site of serous retinal detachment, elongated photoreceptor outer segments or thickened posterior surface of detached retina is observed, particularly in acute CSC. Subretinal hyper-reflective multiple deposits corresponding to fundus yellow-white precipitates and fibrinous exudates at the leaking sites can be observed. In the retinal layer, intraretinal hyper-reflective deposits, disruptions of photoreceptor layer, foveal atrophy and/or cystoid macular degeneration appear according to the chronicity of CSC. In the choroidal layer, the most distinct feature is thickened subfoveal choroid and dilated choroidal vessels which are comparable to hyperfluorescent areas in mid-phase of ICGA [22]. Theses RPE abnormalities and thickened choroidal layer shown in affected eyes are also observed in asymptomatic fellow eyes [41]. Abnormal SD-OCT findings of CSC do not appear at the same time. Recent SD-OCT studies suggest that the chronicity of CSC can be identified through detailed OCT interpretation [40]. In acute CSC, bullous serous retinal detachment, thickened posterior surface of the detached retina and retinal dragging are usually observed. As CSC becomes chronic, shallow serous retinal detachment and thinned posterior surface of the detached retina are more observed on SD-OCT.

4.5 Fundus autofluorescence

Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) is non-invasive method to evaluate metabolic activity of RPE cells. FAF signal mostly originates from lipofuscin in the RPE. Various FAF signals are observed according to the chronicity of CSC [42]. In eyes with acute CSC, hypo-FAF is initially seen due to masking effect of serous retinal detachment and elongated photoreceptor outer segments [42]. Another retrospective study [43] suggests that most cases with acute CSC showed relatively homogenous hyper-FAF or minimal changes in the area of serous retinal detachment, while more heterogeneous patterns of hyper-FAF are more frequently observed in cases with chronic CSC than in those with acute CSC (Fig 2). Especially, characteristic descending tracts with decreased FAF, often originating from the macular and the optic disc, present in cases with chronic CSC. In fellow eyes of unilateral cases, various FAF changes can be also seen, which may reflect previous unnoticed CSC episodes or focal RPE changes.

5. Treatment

Acute CSC is a self-limited disease and spontaneous resolves within 3-4 months in the majority of cases. Therefore, observation is the first-line treatment of acute CSC [44]. The modification of risk factors is also important such as discontinuation of steroid usage, reduction of stress level or psychological therapies [45]. However, in cases with long-
standing CSC, other treatment should be considered because long-standing serous retinal detachment can lead to permanent visual disturbance [39].

5.1 Laser photocoagulation

Since the 1970s, focal photocoagulation has been used for CSC if the leaking sites are located outside the fovea [46]. The mechanism has been thought that focal photocoagulation destroys abnormal RPEs and allows the adjacent RPE to take over their function, thereby activating RPE pump function to move fluid and proteins from the subretinal area to choroidal space. The final visual outcome and recurrence after focal photocoagulation for CSC has still been a subject of controversy. Robertson and Listrup [47] reported that focal photocoagulation showed quicker resolution of subretinal fluid and prevention of recurrence of CSC compared to untreated group. However, it did not show the effect of reducing recurrence of CSC by the longest available follow-up studies (6-12 years). Other studies have shown consistent results in hastening the resolution of subretinal fluid, but no statistical difference in final visual outcome was reported between untreated and laser treated groups [46,48]. Focal photocoagulation is generally known to be safe but can induce adverse effects such as paracentral or central scotoma and secondary CNV, particularly if performed near the foveal area [27,48].

To date, in acute CSC cases, focal photocoagulation can be an optional treatment if patients want rapid recovery for occupational causes, subretinal fluid persists more than 3-4 months, or the leaking site on FA is located more than 500 µm away from the fovea [19,39,49].

5.2 Photodynamic therapy (PDT)

Focal photocoagulation cannot be sufficient treatment for CSC because it does not solve the choroidal pathology. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a treatment approach directed toward causative pathology such as choroidal hyperpermeability. The mechanism of PDT is that verteporfin (Visudyne®; Novartis, Switzerland) after intravenous administration releases free radicals under laser stimulation at 693 nm in the choroidal circulation, leading to the endothelial vascular damage. The therapeutic effect of PDT in chronic CSC is attributed to the occlusion of choriocapillaris, subsequently leading to a decrease in choroidal hyperpermeability and resorption of SRF [50].

Because ICGA shows the area of choroidal hyperpermeability, Yannuzzi and other investigators have performed ICGA-guided PDT for chronic CSC [7,50]. The research used standard PDT protocol for chronic CSC suggested by the treatment of age-related macular degeneration with photodynamic therapy (TAP) study. Studies have found that choroidal thickness and choroidal hyperfluorescence were reduced on EDI-OCT and ICGA respectively, while no choroidal changes were observed after focal photocoagulation [51]. However, approved PDT protocol (a dose of 6 mg/m2 with a laser fluence of 50 J/cm2) for CNV can cause some complications such as RPE atrophy, choriocapillary hypoperfusion and secondary CNV, subsequently leading to poor visual outcome [52]. Therefore, standard PDT protocol has been modified for CSC to minimize side effects of PDT. Two modified protocols (half-dose PDT and half-fluence PDT) have been investigated comparing them to standard PDT. According to recent studies, both half-dose PDT and half-fluence PDT were as effective as standard PDT and reduced PDT-related complications [53,54]. However, whether protocol (half-dose vs. half-fluence) is superior for CSC is still controversial [55,56].

The important issue to recognize is that there are no long-term follow-up studies regarding visual outcome, the rates of recurrence and complications after single or multiple PDT. Further research is needed to confirm the effect and safety of PDT.

5.3 Other emerging laser therapies

More recently, the subthreshold diode micropulse laser (810 nm) was proposed for CSC [57]. This laser can penetrate deeper tissue and approach within the foveal area. Studies have found the subthreshold diode micropulse laser showed similar therapeutic effect without complications compared to PDT [49,57]. But the set of clinical end points and dose titration are still problems to be solved.

5.4 Intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor

Intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) has been widely used for treatment of various retinal diseases such as age-related macular degeneration, diabetic macular edema and macular edema secondary to retinal vein occlusion. The rationale of anti-VEGF for CSC is that the reduction of subretinal fluid is expected by decreasing intravitreal VEGF concentration, which has a role in vascular hyperpermeability.
The effect of anti-VEGF treatment (bevacizumab and ranibizumab) for chronic CSC has been controversial. Several studies have reported hopeful results, but they have limitations in that most are short-term studies [58-61]. Recent randomized clinical trials compared the therapeutic effects of low-fluence PDT versus intravitreal ranibizumab for chronic CSC [62]. This study reported that half-fluence PDT produced better anatomical results in completely resolving subretinal fluid than did intravitreal ranibizumab for chronic CSC. Lim et al. reported that the level of VEGF in both the plasma and aqueous humor of patients with CSC was not increased compared with healthy subjects [51]. Recently, intravitreal aflibercept has been used to manage neovascular age-related macular degeneration, macular edema secondary to diabetic retinopathy and retinal vein occlusion. Potent and longer pharmacologic effects have been expected because aflibercept has some characteristics compared to previous anti-VEGF drugs as followings: more potent VEGF receptor binding effect, the inhibition of additional VEGF subtype (VEGF-A) and placental growth factor (PIGF) as well as VEGF-A. A prospective pilot study suggested that intravitreal aflibercept was tolerated and safe for short-term period (6-month), but large controlled studies are necessary [49].

5.5 Other drug agents

Corticosteroid antagonist [63] and adrenergic receptor inhibitors [64] have been proposed for treatment of CSC because of their role in pathogenesis of CSC. Acetazolamide (carbonic anhydrase inhibitor) has also been suggested as a means of rapid resorption of subretinal fluid [65]. However, no sufficient evidence has been reported to confirm the effectiveness of these drugs.

CONCLUSIONS

With the evolution of imaging technique, understanding of CSC has become deeper than in the past and new treatment has emerged, making it possible to treat more actively than before. Cochrane and authors who performed a systematic review commented that the overall level of evidence of previous published literatures regarding interventions for CSC was low or very low, and there was not enough evidence of which treatments are better [49]. Future research is still warranted to acquire high level of evidence.
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